
 

HOT TOPICS? 
 

COOLE SOLUTIONS! 

#1 Cost-effective networking 

 

The Hot Topic – Getting the most out of networking in a cost-effective way 

 Networking is something that all organisations do. Some do it formally through a structure or based around 

strategic interests, whereas some organisations do it more informally, without structure and dip in and out of 

their network as and when they need it. Most organisations will do a mixture of these two things. 

 

Either way, networking requires a time investment from individuals, time which is often being paid for by the 

employer. In the case of senior managers, their time often comes at a much higher cost to their employer, 

and this is a just reason as to why their organisation’s day to day work is sometimes prioritised over 

networking opportunities. As a result, the strategic collaboration and networking aspect of their roles can 

suffer for a variety of reasons, such as the ability to attend formal meetings (whether online or in person), 

the ability for peers to follow up any agreed actions from meetings, and indeed the ability to do the 

administrative duties that accompany running a peer led network, such as catering, organising a venue, 

agenda consultation and production and any external speaker invitations.   

The Insight – Maximising time, opportunities and impact 

 It is broadly accepted that networking is an important part of anybody’s role, as it is a very effective way of 

gathering intelligence for both the individual and the organisation. This is especially true for those who work 

in organisations that value collectivism, sharing practice and keeping on top of sector developments. 

 

So imagine a world where all you need to do is turn up to your network meetings, provide your perspective, 

articulate what you need or would find useful, and then leave a dedicated individual to pick up the actions 

that are agreed whether that be a research project into a current issue, some added capacity back at your 

organisation or a project that the group would like to develop collectively such as regional or national 

training event, conference or toolkit. Not only that, this person would take care of the administration and 

organisation of future meetings, leaving you with more time to commit to your organisation and in turn, 

saving your organisation money. 

The Coole Solution – Share the cost, save money and get more out of your network! 

 The person who can provide you with this service is Steve Coole. Steve would work with you on an 

agreement that is based on a cost effectiveness exercise that takes into account the cost of your time to 

your organisation, how much time you currently commit (or would like to commit to your network in an 

ideal world), and any initial projects that your network would like Steve to look at. 

 

Sound useful? If so then book a free consultation now using the contact details below! 
 

 

 

Contact: 

cooleuk@hotmail.co.uk 

https://www.facebook.com/LtdCoole/ 

@LtdCoole 
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